The optimized constants were k d_cargo , k d_fuel and k cat . The error associated to each optimized value have been evaluated using the nlparci function. The experimental binding constants for DNA cargo and RNA fuel with the receptor ( Figure S7 ) were employed. The average values determined for the two set of experiments (Figure 2c, d) are comparable, within the experimental error.
To assess the sensitivity of the kinetic trace to the optimized parameters, for each of them kinetic traces were simulated changing only one parameter in a range going from 10 times smaller to 10 times bigger, while leaving the other parameters unchanged. Figures S8, S9 and S10 show the corresponding simulations performed to assess the sensitivity of the model to changes in k cat , k d_cargo and k d_fuel , respectively.
To calculate the chemical affinities ( Figure S11 ) the following formula has been used: A = RT ln K -RT ln Q Where K is the equilibrium constant of a certain reaction, and Q is its reaction quotient.
Curve fitting
Model. Both data sets were fitted according to the kinetic model shown in Figure S5 , and the notation reported in Figure S6 was used.
The initial slope of the kinetic trace reports on the detachment of C from RC. This process did not show a marked dependence on the amount of F present in solution, therefore it is reasonably described as a first-order process. This may arise from the dissociation of RC, or from a fast interaction of F with RC, followed by a slower dissociation of C. Under the employed experimental conditions it is not possible to exclude either of the two, because the free and complexed receptor R and RC are in comparable amounts (ca. 40% and 60%, respectively), therefore both can interact with F. With the present data it is not possible to accurately distinguish between the two pathways, therefore, it has been chosen to keep the model as simple as possible: the direct interaction of F with RC has not been modeled, and the rate of detachment should be better considered as an apparent detachment rate, that indirectly takes into account also the F-mediated detachment pathway.
The system is described by the following set of differential equations. dCdt = k d_cargo * RC -K a_cargo * k d_cargo * R * C; dRdt = k d_cargo * RC -K a_cargo * k d_cargo * R * C + k cat * RFE + k d_fuel * RF -K a_fuel * k d_fuel * F * R + k d_waste * RW -k a_waste * R * W; dFdt = -K a_fuel * k d_fuel * R * F + k d_fuel * RF; dRCdt = -k d_cargo * RC + K a_cargo * k d_cargo * R * C; dRFdt = K a_fuel * k d_fuel * R * F -k d_fuel * RF -k a_enz * E * RF + k d_enz * RFE; dRFEdt = k a_enz * E * RF -k d_enz * RFE -k cat * RFE; dEdt = -k a_enz * E * RF + k d_enz * RFE + k cat * RFE; dWdt = k cat * RFE -k a_waste * R * W + k d_waste * RW; dRWdt = k a_waste * R * W -k d_waste * RW; Data fitting. The binding constant between R and C was determined experimentally from a binding isotherm (titration of C with R, Figure S7 , left), that was fitted according to a 1:1 binding model, to give an association constant K a_cargo = 1.32 x 10 8 M -1 (K d_cargo = 7 ± 2 x 10 -9 M). The binding constant between R and F was determined experimentally from a displacement experiment (titration of RC with F, Figure S7 , right), that was fitted according to two competitive 1:1 binding equilibria, to give an association constant K a_fuel = 2.2 x 10 9 M -1 (K d_fuel = 4 ± 1 x 10 -10 M). To be consistent with the concentration units (M) and for numerical reasons, both K a_cargo and K a_fuel were expressed and used in M -1 units (K a_cargo = 0.13 x 10 -9 M -1 and K a_fuel = 2.2 x 10 -9 M -1 ).
The binding constant constraints were exploited imposing k a_cargo and k a_fuel equal respectively to K a_cargo * k d_cargo and K a_fuel * k d_fuel (the dissociation constants are optimized by the matlab routine, vide infra).
The enzyme concentration was modelled as an apparent M concentration, e.g. 30 U/mL of E are modelled as 30 x 10 -9 M E. The equilibrium constant for the enzyme association to RF was set to 100 x 10 -9 M -1 , to ensure > 95% binding of the enzyme to the substrate (enzyme saturation regime). This was done by fixing k a_enz = 10 x 10 -9 M -1 min -1 and k d_enz = 0.1 min -1 .
The waste was modelled as a single entity, i.e. hydrolysis of one F strand produces 1 molecule of waste. An apparent binding of the waste to the receptor was considered when the final fluorescence plateau was not coincident with the starting fluorescent intensity. In order to do this, k d_waste was fixed to 100 min -1 and k a_waste was set to the arbitrary value that makes the final plateau coincide with the experimental data. The choice of fixing k d_waste instead of k a_waste was made for numerical reason (i.e. fixing k d_waste improves the capacity of the matlab routine to optimize the parameters). It was verified that qualitatively identical curves are obtained by setting k a_waste to 10 x 10 -9 M -1 min -1 , changing k d_waste accordingly and using the previously optimized parameters.
The output fluorescent signal was modelled according to F out = F RC * RC + F C * C, where F RC and F C are the "brightness" of RC and C under the employed experimental conditions.
The brightness of RC and C were evaluated from the fluorescence intensity profiles. Under the employed experimental conditions, at time zero 61% of C is associated (in accordance to the equilibrium constant K a_cargo ), whereas in the presence of 100 x 10 -9 M F, only 4% of C is associated; at higher F concentrations C was considered fully "free". These association values were combined with the emission intensities recorded at time 0 and in plateau regions obtained just after the addition of the F, to afford the brightness of RC and C in each experiment. When the plateau values were not available, the average value was used. In the case of the experiments at different RNA concentration, the value of the final plateau was taken as reference instead of the initial emission intensity because the final emission intensity is appreciably higher than the starting point.
Initial concentrations of R, C and RC were set at 11.757 x 10 -9 M, 11.757 x 10 -9 M and 18.243 x 10 -9 M, respectively. The concentrations of F and E were set for each curve and the concentration of every other species was set to zero.
In summary, the parameters reported in Table S1 were identical in every optimization.
The following parameters were simultaneously optimized for every experimental curve.
The parameters reported in Tables S2 and S3 were fixed for each experimental trace set according to the reported values.
The set of differential equations was implemented in Matlab R2017a and solved using ode23s function. The emission intensity profiles were fitted using lsqcurvefit function.
Typical initial guesses for k d_cargo , k d_fuel and k cat were 0.8, 0.4 and 0.2 min -1 respectively.
The error associated to each optimized value is the average of the errors obtained with nlparci function.
The optimized values are reported in Tables S4 and S5 .
The average values determined for the two set of experiments are comparable, within the (5) is visible in the absence of the enzyme.
In the presence of RNase-H (7) the band of the RNA fuel disappears and the band corresponding to the receptor/cargo complex is visible. Figure S6 . The fuel hydrolysis has ben considered as an irreversible step, whereas all the other reactions involved were considered reversible.
Experimental data have been used -where available -to impose constraints on the kinetic constants. The fitting routine was used to optimize k cat , k d_cargo and k d_fuel . Figure S12. Because the recognition of the endonuclease to its substrate is highly specific, the dissipative behaviour is also highly enzyme-specific. Here we show that the dissipative release of the cargo from the clamp-like receptor (Figure 2 ) is only observed in the presence of the specific enzyme recognizing the fuel/receptor complex while no change is observed in the presence of a non-specific nuclease enzyme (Nt.BsmAI, 100 U/mL).
Figure S13. The same system described in Figure 2a can also be controlled by a DNA fuel strand (instead of RNA) and a DNA recognizing nuclease enzyme as the fuel consuming unit. As the fuel-consuming unit we employed here Nb.BsmI, a nicking endonuclease that cleaves only a specific sequence of one strand of DNA on a doublestranded DNA substrate. Such enzymatic activity is thus able to restore the DNA receptor ability to load again its DNA cargo. Figure S14 . Kinetic traces using the DNA clamp-like receptor shown in Figure S13 showing 
